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Introduction

● Telegram is a cloud-based instant messenger with more than 200 million monthly active users.

● Very popular and growing rapidly in countries such as Iran, Uzbekistan, Indonesia, Brazil, and Russia.

● Features : channels, bots, and supergroups.

● Channels are mostly used as news gateways, and the content is publicly available.

○  Only channel owners can post content on the channel.

● Bots offer a lot of possibilities and features to users.

○ Each user interacts with bots individually and gets personal responses accordingly

●  Supergroups can have up to 100,000 members. 

○ Every member of a supergroup can post content. 

○ Administrators are able to report and ban other members.



Objective

● Telegram is the most popular instant messenger in Iran which attracted active marketers to Telegram 
environment
○ Telegram provides neither a marketing tool nor a search service.

● Information may be useful for many interested parties such as investors, marketers, and entrepreneurs.
○ 900,000 Persian channels and 300,000 Persian groups.

■ gives a brief insight into the Telegram environment to better understand further findings.
○ Extend their analysis to measure group qualities

■ Extract features from Telegram groups to represent them with numerical values.
■ Construct a dataset in which high-quality and low-quality groups are marked. 



Data Collection

● Telegram Search - IdeKav
○ A search engine which covers more than 900,000 channels and 300,000 groups. 
○ Search the content of the groups along with title and description. 
○ Search is performed on an inverted index, and the ranking is based on TF-IDF scoring.

● Developed a cluster of crawlers to scrape data over a period of two months
○ Extracted 23 features from the dataset (Example below)



Feature Correlation among all groups

● + : positive correlation between the two 

corresponding features

● - : indicates a negative correlation

● * : two corresponding features are not correlated



Relation of features ratio to group quality

● + : higher the ratio, higher the group quality

● - : higher the ratio, lower the group quality

● * : no relation between the ratio and the group 

quality



Attributes of group quality



Results Observed feature correlation among all groups

● There exists no reversal. 
○ Plus sign hypothesis turning to a minus 

sign observation or vice versa.

● There are many asterisks turning into pluses or 
minuses and vice versa, but there is not even 
one single reversal.

● Their general perception of the data was not 
far away from reality



Results

● The higher the ratio of “Average message length” to “Sum of 
duplicate messages” is, the better the group quality will be. [5, 
14]

● The higher the ratio of “Average message length” to “Number of 
links” is, the better the group quality will be. [5, 15]

● The higher the ratio of “Number of forwarded messages” to 
“Number of unique duplicate messages” is, the better the group 
quality will be. [10, 13]

● The higher the ratio of “Number of forwarded messages” to 
“Sum of duplicate messages” is, the better the group quality will 
be. [10, 14]

● The higher the ratio of “Number of members” to “Total number 
of messages” is, the better the group quality will be. [12, 22]

● The higher the ratio of “Number of administrators” to “Total 
number of non-alpha characters” is, the better the group quality 
will be. [2, 23]

Observed relation of features ratio to group quality



Discussion
●  Average message length (AL) is noticeably larger in high-quality groups compared to all others.

○  The average length of each message in high-quality groups of our dataset was 136 characters, while it was 48 
characters for low-quality groups.

● Higher diversity of forwarded messages is seen in high-quality groups.
○  On average, messages have been forwarded to high-quality groups from 36 different channels, and to low-quality 

groups from 20 different channels.
● Low-quality groups have sent 8496 messages in total on average. The average for high-quality groups is 1445.
●  Low-quality groups are the most active groups in terms of the number of total messages.

○ But, considering engagement ratio, high-quality groups go to the top of the list.
■ 1445 messages have been sent by 205 users in high-quality groups
■ 8496 messages have been sent by 570 users in low-quality groups.



Further Analyses

Members’ (P) growth by non-alphanumeric characters in the group name (WCIN)Growth rate of the number of phone numbers (PC) by the number of links (LC)



Further Analyses



Further Analyses



Conclusion
● High-quality groups tend to forward more messages from more different channels. 

● In high-quality groups, more users are engaged in each discussion, but discussions are shorter. 

● More phone numbers are shared in high-quality groups than others.
○ service providers share their phone numbers very often in high-quality groups.

● Users are more likely to join groups with more non-alphanumeric characters in the group name.

●  The more a group tends to publish links, the more duplicate messages it will have.

● High-quality groups  have longer messages, more diverse forwarded messages, less non-alphanumeric 

characters in the group name, and more user engagement.

● After censorship in Iran and Russia, users did not start using other messaging apps, but instead turned to 

VPN services to circumvent the block, rendering the censorship ineffective.



Thank you!


